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The ideal boundary X\p(X) is a fundamental invariant which plays a main role in the topological classification of open orientable surfaces. It has been studied in [7] , [3] » [9] (see also [1] , [2] ). The previous axiomatic definition of it belongs to M. Jurchescu, [5] . The aim of this paper is to give a constructive proof of its existence, using as a main tool the Cauchy structures.
Cauohy structures
The Cauohy structures were first considered by M. Jurchesou in order to construct an axiomatic theory of completion ( [6] , [8] ). Another goal to be pursued with their aid, is to bring together, in the same theoretical framework, both completion and compaotifioation.
Let X be a topological space, and let 7 denote its topology. Definition 1.
A set,t , of filters on X is said to be a Cauohy structure on 3£ if it satisfies the following five axioms 1 (C1) If y is a filter on 36, and there exists a filter tf-'c C such that y 2 jf', then yeC.
(C2) For any jfe t there exists a minimal filter ar"e C , such that (We call minimal, if from E and it follows f = sr 0 ).
(C3) Any minimal element of t has an open base, (C4) Por any point xeX, the filter of neighbourhoods of x, denoted (or simply 7 X when no ambiguity is possible) is a minimal element of t, (C5) Por any minimal element ye C and for any Bey, there is a V e 2T with the following property: if ff'e I! is a minimal element, such that M'n V j 0 for any U'ey' , then it follows that M e y'.
From (C5), oalled the regularity axiom, it follows that Veil, and,' consequently, that X Is quasiregular. Conversely, any quasiregular space oan be canoniaally endowed with a Cauohy structure, by choosing t to be the set of all convergent filters of£.
-686 -If 3E is compact, the set of all convergent filters of X defines the unique Cauohy structure on 3E.
Another consequence of (C5) is that given any pair of minimal elements y-j »T2 e ^ 3*2' ono can a pair of sets U^ e ^, Uge^» such that U 1 n Ug » Definition 2.
A Cauohy space is a triple (X,7,C), where 3E is a topological space, 7 its topology, and € a Cauohy structure on 3C. The elements of C will be called the Cauchy filters of 3E.
Let (3E, !L,e ) and (y,T lt C,.) be two Cauchy spaces. * * y y Definition 3.
A map f: 2E -• y is a Cauohy morphism iff
(ii) f(C x ) c f^ (f oarries the Cauohy filters of X to the Cauchy filters of y).
A map f:X-+V is a Cauohy isomorphism iff
(ii) f(e x ) = e y .
3.
The fundamental theorem of the axiomatic theory of completion Definition 4. A Cauohy space (X,T,€) is called quasicomplete if and Cauohy filter of X is convergent (that is, if the only minimal elements of C are the neighbourhood filters), and complete if 3E is Hausdorff's and quasioomplete spaoe.
The following proposition provides the relationship between completeness of topological spaces and of Cauchy spaces. The proof is in [6] , [s] .
Proposition. Let (£,T,C) be a Cauohy spaoe suoh that any minimal Cauchy filter has a countable base. Then, we have equivalence between the following statementst (a) (3E,7,t) is quasioomplete, (b) Any Cauohy sequenoe of X is convergent.
-687 -Definition 5• Given a Cauchy spaoe X , we will oall a oompletion of X a couple (X',p), where X' ie a Cauohy spaoe and p t 3is a Cauohy morphiam (called the' structural morphism.), satisfying the following two conditional (1) 3E' is complété, (ii) For any other couple (11,f), where U is a complete Cauohy spaoe and fi3E V is a Cauchy morphism, there exists a unique continuous map fX V nhioh makes the diagram X -S-X' commutative« Note that from the completeness of X 1 it follows that f ' is a Cauohy morphism.
The following theorem is fundamental in the axiomatio theory of completion. Theorem 1.1°. Any Cauohy spaoe has a completion* 2°. A oouple (l',p), where X is a Cauchy spaoe and p s X -» X a Cauohy morphism, is a oompletion of the Cauchy spaoe X iff X' is oomplete and the structural morphism ç is a dense Cauohy isomorphism ("dense" in the topological sense, that is p(X) » X').
We will present the important facts which appear in the proof of this result without entering into the details of the proof, whioh can be found in ( [6] , [8] ). Furthermore, the nap is infective, and p" 1 (c(U))= U, for every UeT , 3E a Using essentially axiom (C5), it oan be shown that X is a quasiregular space; consequently, X , the family of all con-A vergent filters on X, defines a Cauchy structure on X . Sinoe X is also Hausdorff's space (3E,3c.,C) beoomes a complete Cauchy X A space, and the structural morphism fi is a dense Cauchy isomorphism.
If {y,Ty is another complete Cauchy spaoe, and f:3E-*y a Cauchy morphism, then £'t X will be constructed in the following way > for an element consider its filter of neibhbourhoods Its pre image p" 1 (Ix -J. will be a Cauchy filter of X (because <? is a Cauchy isomorphism), and )) will be a Cauchy filter of y (because f is a Cauchy morphism). Sinoe y is complete, )) is convergent to some point y £ U , which is unique, because U is Hausdorff'a space and we define f'fy) = 7* 4. Construction of the Kerekjarto-Stoilow oompactifioation We are now able to formulate and to prove the main result which makes the subject of this paper. Theorem 2. Let X be a connected, locally connected, and locally compact topological spaoe and define C the family of those connected filters on 3E for which card ad ye {o,l}. Them 1°. € defines a Cauchy structure onX, o "
2 . The canonical completion X, of X is precisely the Kerekjarto-Stoilow compaotifioation of X, The Kerekjarto'-Stoilow boundary is exactly the set of all nonconvergent minimal elements of C.
We will make use of the following technical lemmas which we give without proof. Lemma 1. Let 3E be a Hausdorff space and gf a filter on it. If K c 3E is a compact such that ad flfnK = 0, then there exists a set Me y such tnat liinK = 0,
R. Ceterchi
Corollary.
In the conditions of Lemma 1, if the filter 3" is connected (i.e. has a base of oonneoted sets), there exists a unique conneoted component, UK, of I \ K whioh belongs to tf. Lemma 2. Let X be a connected, locally connected, and locally compact space. If # is a connected filter on X such that its adherenoe oonsists of exactly one point, xQ, then y is convergent to xQ.
Conversely, if a filter y converges to a point xQ, then ad r -{*0}.
Remark.
For the converse to be true, X needs only to be Hausdorff's spaoe. Lemma 3. Let X be a connected, locally connected, and locally cofipaot space, and let K be a oompaot subset ofS. Then: 1) There is only a finite number of connected components of X \ K which are not relatively oompact, 2) K*, the saturation of K, defined to be reunion of K with the relatively oompact connected components of X\K, is oompact.
Hint. Let U^, i el, be the connected components of X \ K, such that 3E\K = U U,, iel 1 and take L a compact neighbourhood of K. One can prove that there exists only a finite number of connected components whioh meet the frontier 3L, of L, and that no conneoted component can be included in XXL. The set of conneoted components of X\K can, consequently, be splitted into two subsets: 'U1, consisting of those U^'s which do not meet 8L, and for which it follows that U^c L, and l^, consisting of those U^'s which meet 3L, and about which we know that there is only a finite number of them. The first part of the lemma follows from the fact that the U^'s which are not relatively compact cannot belong to tl.j, and the second part follows from the inclusion forms a filter base, because U KuL c ^K" U L for an^ two com P ac ' t8 K and L. The filter fl-generated by (i is connected and has a void adherence, so it is an element of C, and ^cjf.
To show that 2f0 is minimal, let ft-' e t be such that y'c y . We have ad = 0, because, otherwise, would be convergent to some xQ and, consequently, would contain both a compaot neighbourhood K of xQ and U^, a connected component of J \K, Because ad = 0, applying the same arguments as for tf above, we conclude that for any compact K c3C, ft' must contain a connected component of I\K, and, because fr'sg^, it must be the same connected component UK which belongs to ft0, so that tne other inclusion also holds.
To show that a filter of neibhbourhoods Tx is minimal in C, let v e Z be such that ^S^» Then ad ft t because, One can easily see that axioms (C1)-(C4) hold. All that remains to be checked is (C5). Take first a minimal element of t of the form 7 X , and let M be such that Me ^ , Then,
there exists an open relatively oompact neighbourhood V of x Q , such that x Q € VcVcM, and V has the property specified by (C5) because: if we take another minimal element of t of the form , such that M'n V ^ 0 for every M'e J~ , If we take V = U R , it will have the property required by (C5), beoause: if M' n V 4 0 for any M 'e J x , then x e V = U R = U K and we conclude that U R e 7 X and, consequently, BeJ x j for some other minimal element jf'e € such that ad 2f' = 0» we have, either U R e which implies M e or contains another connected component V K , V K £ U K , of 3E \ K, and then V K nV = 0. The proof that C is a Cauohy structure on X is thus oonludad.
2) Let us consider now the canonical completion 3£ of X, the set of all minimal elements oft, and the structural morphism defined by p(x) = x * Tile eet £ is oomposed of p(3E), the filters of neighbourhoods, and its comple-/O mentary 3E\p(X), the nonconvergent minimal elements of C whioh have the property that they contain a connected oomponent U R of £\K, for any compact set Kc3C. Because q is open, X\p(X) is olosed. Ve remind that the topology on X is defined in §3.
To prove that & is compact we will show that any ultrafilter on X is convergent. Let a be an ultrafilter on 3E• Then we are in one of the following two cases:
(a) there exists a compact K c X, such that ^>(K)ec*. Then, cx induces on Q[K) an ultrafilter aK = {Meo< | Mc p(K)}, which will have an adherenoe point beoause (?(K) is compact. So there exists an x, xeK, such that Ij^t ada^. But this implies that ead a and, because a is an ultrafilter, x | X cx will converge to (b) For any compact Kc3E, we have Then, J\f(K)ea, By Lemma 3, we know that if K is a saturated compact in X (saturated meaning K = K*) his complementary, 3E\K, n k 1 i is of the form X\K = l^J Uj£, where Uj are the connected comi=1 ponents of X\K which are not relatively oompact. Then n k x\P(K) = y o(u|) i=i and, using again the fact that a is an ultrafilter, there exists an index ie {l ,2,... ,nR}, such that o(U^)coi, The set of all connected components UK of 3E \ K, which are not relatively compact and such that o{UK)eo<, for all saturated compacts K of £, forms a filter base, and let ¡jf be the filter A generated by it. ft is an element of X, and we will prove that cx converges to ft. Indeed, for any Ve J^ t there exists an open set U inX, Uctf-, such that c(U) c V. But for this U there exist a saturated compact KcX and a conneoted component UK of X\K, which is not relatively oompact, suoh that UKcU. By the monotony of c it follows that i(Ug)co(D)cV and, because o(Ug) belongs tocx, so does V, which concludes our proof. Next, we have to prove that 3E\p(3E) is totally disconnected, that is that its only conneoted subsets are the points« Let ^ and a"2 be tw0 points of 36\9 (3ET) such that ^ t -693 - 
